Additional cell damage after transpupillary thermotherapy in choroidal malignant melanoma.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of transpupillary thermotherapy (TTT) in generating tumour necrosis by light and electron microscopy, as well as to evaluate additional cell damage in the area directly adherent to the necrotic zone. Four eyes of four patients diagnosed with intraocular malignant melanoma of the uvea were treated experimentally with diode laser TTT. In all cases a standard technique was used. All eyes were enucleated: one eye the day after TTT, two eyes 2 days after TTT, and one eye 6 weeks after TTT. Immediately after enucleation the eyes were immersed in standard Karnovsky's fixative with cocodylate buffer and prepared for light and electron microscopy. In the treated area of all four melanomas we found a dense band of necrotic tissue (zone A) consisting of an amorphous mass of dead cells sharply demarcated from the rest of the neoplastic tissue. Next to this zone was a more eosinophilic and also sharply demarcated band (zone B) that consisted of similar but less intensive changes. In the next band (zone C), marked injury to the cellular membrane and subcellular structures were seen on electron microscopy. The next band (zone D) consisted of changes mainly observed only within the cytoplasm of neoplastic cells and significantly less intensive than those in zone C. Outside zone D tumour cells that were normal in appearance were seen. No scleral alterations induced by heat were found. We concluded that after TTT the cytotoxic effect gradually decreases in proportion to the distance from the central point of the diode laser spot, with additional cell damage in the area adjacent to the necrotic zone. The interval between TTT and enucleation had no influence on the histological results.